A modern case collection

The SAGE collection of business resources are created to foster the needed skills and strategy for transformative business research and future success.

---

**Business Ethics & Corporate Social Responsibility**

- The Ethics of Profiting During a Pandemic (Express Case)
- Bake the Cake? Or Bake the Cake! Potential Resolutions to Business Discrimination (SAGE Originals – Enhanced Case)
- Okta for Good: Pursuing Innovation and Impact in Corporate Social Responsibility (Content Partner Case – Berkeley-Haas)

**Diversity, Equality & Inclusion in the Workplace**

- Media’s BLM Reckoning (Express Case)
- What’s in a Lunch? Disability and Inclusion at Work (SAGE Originals – Enhanced Case)
- Wheelchair Friendliness Versus Compliance in the Hospitality Industry (Content Partner Case – CHRIE)

**Leadership in Business**

- Leadership During COVID-19: Conflict and Collaboration (Express Case)
- Women and Leadership: Opportunities for Women Managing E-Businesses (SAGE Originals)
- From Low Cost to Global Leadership: Computime (Hong Kong) Leads Through Innovation (Content Partner Case – Northwestern Kellogg School of Management)